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As a young child, I discovered the camera’s ability to record the world under my

own jurisdiction and was instantly hooked. I eventually found working in the darkroom

especially entrancing; it seemed to allow the purest form of expression within the

medium. Not only was I granted artistic license in capturing an image on a negative, I

was again afforded creative freedom to construct and process the subsequent print.

After my first year of college out of state, I moved back to Portland but was met

almost immediately with feelings of isolation and other mental turmoil. Of course this

was mentally taxing, but if nothing else it presented an opportunity to focus much more

on my artistic practice. During this time, I relied on photography as an emotional outlet

more than solely a form of documentation. In considering ways to carry concepts

formally through photography, I found many moments of catharsis.

This outlet remained cathartic and in Spring of this year, when I began the

project I am currently discussing, my reliance on the medium for emotional wellbeing

became more essential than ever. At this point in my life--and in fact in the months,

even years, prior--I was experiencing events disconnecting me from reality called

depersonalization and derealization.

Depersonalization is an event in which one feels detached from their very identity

and perception of reality, and derealization is the phenomenon of one feeling as though

they are not existing within the reality which they have been led to believe. My project

emerged from these firsthand experiences.

While I was using photography to investigate those moments of skewed

perception, I was not intending to find any immediate answers; the medium and process

were serving simply as a brief reprieve. In constructing this project, it became necessary

to more closely examine derealization and the emotions that it provoked. Though I still

felt uneasy and sometimes even fearful in these moments, leaning into my working

process acted as a tether to reality; something I would be able to return to once the

clouds parted.
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To more substantially frame my own thinking surrounding the work as well as

my interpretation of derealization, I started my research with psychology journals and

essays, clinical analyses of derealization, and philosophical arguments discussing

skepticism of reality.

I also began looking at artists for visual inspiration. I turned to many canonized

artists working largely in the constructivist period like Rodchenko, Lissitzky and

Kertesz. Formally, I was interested in the tension arising from the spatial confusion and

abstraction in layered images. I appreciated these artists’ uniquely captured mundanity

which to me alluded to a skewed discernment of reality.

I discovered a more contemporary photographer named Jerry Uelsmann. In an

interview, he describes the thinking behind his practice which involves constructing

surreal scenes using entirely analog equipment. The idea that stood out the most during

this interview was Uelsmann’s delineation between pre- and post-visualization in

photography.

Pre-visualization is a way of working that a landscape or wedding photographer

may employ: the artist tries to determine--at least roughly--what the image will look like

before they even fire the shutter. Post-visualization is how Uelsmann claims to work. In

this manner, the photographer captures images intuitively, perhaps relying on their

subconscious, and creates connections and relationships between the images after the

negatives are processed. I began to incorporate this into my own practice to more

accurately reflect the introspection my project is grounded in.

As I mentioned earlier, I have had an affinity for darkroom work for nearly the

entirety of my photography career. It felt natural to continue using film in this project,

but I soon realized that there is a much deeper connection between the medium itself

and my working concepts.
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The physicality of the film carries with it an intrinsic grounding in reality. The

tactile nature of the development and printing processes also forces a real, physical

interaction with the images that contrasts the metaphysical concepts they are rooted in.

The film used for this project has remained constant. I have shot with both 35mm and

6x6 formats, but used only Kodak Tri-X pushed to an ISO of 1600. This creates more

dramatic contrast as well as an increased grain structure which I feel helps to further the

overall mood within the series.

The subject matter was largely mundane spaces, objects and moments. This focus

on the banal is representative of derealization and depersonalization’s unselective

onslaught: these events can and do happen anywhere. During the initial stages, I was

relying primarily on visual abstraction to express the intangibility of the disappearance

of grounding in reality.

The mechanical nature of seeing the world through a lens via a viewfinder felt

almost like a physical manifestation of viewing the world through my altered perception

commanded by derealization. What I see through the viewfinder is my own perception

of my unique discernment of reality regardless of the intervention of the camera.

I was not seeking out specific scenes--I was shooting intuitively--but I allowed

myself time with each object and environmental moment to consider it’s dissolution into

abstraction as paralleling the disconnect from reality.

Making work towards this project has proven to be therapeutic in a way: the

abstract, liminal perception of existence brought about by derealization and

depersonalization shifted from being an event evoking fear to one which I was able to

lean into, if nothing else in an attempt to more deeply understand the experience.

Perhaps because of the consistency with which I have been making these images,

I no longer experience bouts of derealization with the same frequency or intensity. As a

result, this project has moved in a slightly different trajectory.
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In continuing work towards this project in the early fall, I felt a sort of obligation

to make images directly related to moments of derealization as I had been doing in the

Spring. A point of contention arose when I realized that I no longer had the first-person

experiences to draw from the same way I did early on. Nonetheless, I made a number of

images trying to base them in my initial concepts but could not conjure the same

authenticity. I was trying to metaphorically represent emotions which I didn’t feel.

I then began to contemplate my way of working: what was I thinking about? How

exactly was I remembering these experiences? This general consideration led to my

internal investigation of my own memory--what I remember about different events, how

feelings or emotions are catalogued, what truth may or may not lie in those recollected

experiences. These ideas are what now form the foundation of my project.

Though on the surface the transition from derealization to memory may appear

to have a somewhat drastic disparity between concepts, there is a thread which binds

them together; a naturally flowing organic lineage. That thread, the bridge between

concepts, is instability. Both chronological facets of this project serve as a metaphorical

representation of abstract experiences and the liminal space of unreliable perception

transcribed via the photographic medium.

The initial stages of this project were investigating a firsthand disconnection with

reality. Now, I am exploring a sort of secondhand disconnection from--even dissolution

of--reality in one’s mind. This secondhand disconnection is of course seen in untrue

remembrance, but it’s also presented in instances of the inability to distinguish a

dreamed event from lived experience, daydream fantasies commanding perception, and

even emotions clouding one’s discernment of reality. While all of these are viable points

of investigation, I am most interested in the transitory unreliability of memory.
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Fortunately, this shift in concept did not affect my formal approach. In fact,

perhaps simply by virtue of the amount of time I have spent sitting with and considering

these ideas, I feel that the formality of the images is more deeply connected to my

current working concepts than it was at the outset.

While this series does have a considerable range of visual components contained

within each respective frame, there are three key elements which continue to appear and

create an interconnectedness between the images; not only with one another but with

the concepts they are rooted in. These elements are abstraction, in-camera multiple

exposures, and a focus on the banal.

Abstraction serves as a metaphorical visual representation of remembering a

feeling. Memory is already nebulous, even in the recollection of images or events. More

esoteric still is how one may catalogue a feeling or emotion. These moments of

experience are in and of themselves abstract and often ineffable. To acutely verbalize

their recording in the mind is perhaps analogous to trying to describe a color. The

abstract elements in these photographs speak to the indefinite and incorporeal nature of

memory, especially in this conceptual context.

The mundanity of the subject matter has remained, and even relies upon a

further or more acute focus on the banal. These physical objects; tables, chairs, curtains,

when abstracted as such, act as a quotidian deconstruction which could arise when

incorrectly remembering an event, a place, or an emotion. One idea which seems to be

commonly understood and accepted within the Zeitgeist of modernity is that when we

remember something, we are not remembering the event itself but instead remembering

the last time that memory was recalled. Like a cassette tape worn down after many

passes through a stereo, our memories become somewhat altered each time they play in

our heads. It would not then be a reach to suggest that in place of missing fragments of

memories, we impose our own imagined realities simply to fill the gap; a filling-in

performed sub- or even unconsciously, forever distorting one’s memories and in turn

altering their perception of reality.
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To visually reference this fragmentation of reality and the inadvertent

combination of true and imagined experiences, I turned to in-camera multiple

exposures. Formally, these images represent layered realities. The imposition of the

imagined space upon an authentically recorded event creates a memory one can no

longer rely upon for truthful recollection. Though I could have layered these images by

combining negatives in the darkroom, I think that capturing multiple moments and

perspectives in-camera on a single negative more closely aligns with the notion of

unreliable memory. The camera, after all, is an instrument of recording. Especially due

to the physicality of the medium, exposing multiple photographs on a single frame is a

further ambiguation of the given object that is captured. The layering of images

in-camera becomes a layering of realities insinuating the idea that false and true

memories are contained within the same cache of remembrance in one’s mind.

As my concepts have morphed so has my visual inspiration. The relationship

between my form and concepts gathered a different weight and so I turned to different

artists to inform my configurative choices. Early on I was looking at a lot of work made

during the constructivist period, but I recently found that studying photographs created

by artists in the futurist and modernist eras to be more in line with the formal choices I

opted to make. This stage in photographic history, which emerged from constructivism,

has many works emphasizing contrast, studying lines, shapes, and visual weight within

photographs as well as studying the shapes of objects--especially mundane, everyday

items--capturing their physical forms removed from their meaning or use in the world.

Artists such as Paul Strand, Jaromír Funke and Ray Metzker interested me as

they all created photographs deconstructing the banal in a more frontally abstract way

than the previously mentioned constructivists. There remained a distinctive perspective

on the mundane, but the far extended obstruction of everyday moments and objects

held a collective potency that I wished to evoke in my own work. Looking at these

photographs also opened a new door in my practice which was working in a studio.
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Up to this point, all of my photographs had been captured “on location.”

However, a brief analysis illuminated to me that all of these locations were in my house.

I came to realize the importance of this as I was choosing to shoot in a space that I had

at least some command of. Though I did not want to completely move away from this

way of working, the opportunity to shoot in a studio offered even more control and also

allowed a total fabrication of space which parallels the fabrication of memory.

Only two of these images were captured in a studio, but they reside serially as

couplets beside a pair of images taken in my home. The process of working in a studio

obviously differed, as I was in control of every aspect of the space, but this sub-series of

four photographs presents a duality of singularity and layering within their respective

environments. I sought a parallel representation of the dissolution of memory using two

locations and in fact ways of working, to further the deconstruction of remembered

space.

Of course, while I do appreciate the conceptual potential in shooting in a studio,

taking photographs in my own home carried and elevated the intrinsic value of the banal

in this series.

The controlled environments and repetition of subject matter in the photographs

display the fabrication of memory that, when presented as individual but related parts of

a series, allude to fragmentation of the remembered space. These fragments, when

unified, construct a narrative diagram of memory. This is a non-linear narrative of

instability and unreliability within recollected images, events, and feelings.

During the initial stages of this project, my running tagline serving as a succinct

descriptor of both form and concept was the objectification of a subjective experience.

At the time, during the early stages of the creation, this tagline felt like an

all-encompassing high level overview of the work.
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Of course, as I continued this project, I realized that once work is made to portray

objectively a uniquely personal experience, that work immediately becomes once again

subjective (for to attempt objectivity is to draw out one’s own perception; a perception

nearly--if not entirely--impossible to verbalize and perhaps more difficult still to

insinuate through the photographic image, no matter how surreal or abstract). As I

continued my work and research pertaining to the images, I realized that perhaps the

photograph is inherently objective in its physical, neutral nature but that objectivity is

only in the tangibility. I have come to appreciate this additional layer of the liminal

space; a photograph as simultaneously objective and subjective, undulating between

perceived reality and The Real. These dueling truths reflect the fleeting, fluid character

of memory.

I suppose this leads to where the personal value in making this work now resides

for me. I was required to consider my own memory and explore the unstable, ethereal

workings of remembered perception. With such a materially present medium, I was able

to navigate these ideas with my eyes and hands and build connections physically.

The connection between imagery, as previously mentioned, was only one facet of

this navigation. The other was how those images exist in the world; the connection

between the photographs and reality.

During the printing process, the actual size of the prints became an important

aspect for the presentation of the images. The size of these photographs alludes to the

inescapability of fabricated memory or reality and the overwhelming nature of skewed

perception.
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To achieve prints of this size in the darkroom was in some ways a venture into the

unknown. I’m very comfortable working in a darkroom, but my printing experience until

just months ago was limited in scale to 8 x 10 inch sheets. I discovered that the Beseler

23CIII enlarger heads are capable of tilting 90 degrees to project light outwards. I

moved a mobile partition into the darkroom to serve as a vertical base and projected the

light upon that, using masking tape to attach the paper to the wall and a chipboard

frame to act as an easel for more refined edges on the final print.

Six of these images are enlarged from 35mm negatives and thus retain their

rectangular aspect ratio. The four square photographs are printed from 6x6 medium

format negatives. In these prints, I was interested in the juxtaposition between the

inherent safety of the uniform square format and the general uneasiness or instability

which exists within the frame.

The square and rectangular formats as part of the same series furthers the notion

of irregularity within memory images. This photograph (ref 6x6) is a double exposure of

the same scene captured from different perspectives. This layering evokes the instability

of remembered perception and displays an inherent abstraction through the placement

of one image upon another. This photograph is an example of juxtaposing the safety of

the symmetrical square with dynamic subjects partially or wholly removed from reality.

The disconnection of the subject from absolute reality is continued in this image

(ref 35mm chairs) but, as this photograph is a single exposure, I relied on different

techniques to achieve a similar abstraction. In framing and capturing this image, I

closely identified what would be recorded on the negative and limited the information

therein by metering for the brightest part of the scene.
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Interestingly, both of these photographs were captured in the same place in my

house just a few days apart. They reference each other with their contrast and deep

shadows, as well as the presentation of shapes detached from their physical meaning.

Obviously, there is a variation of imagery and the extent of abstraction within this series.

I mentioned the idea of a non-linear narrative, but the variance of imagery and

abstraction also alludes to memories’ flux; some images are clearer or seem more

truthful in our minds.

This project, especially as it exists now proved the value in the sublime as I

invited my own introspection. Investigating the unreliability or potential fabrication of

memory raises myriad emotions, some quite unsettling, but exploring them and

navigating those uneasy feelings created an apprehensive curiosity not unlike

submitting oneself to the could-have-been-a-burden altruism of an autumn downpour.

Of course this project is currently at a stage of completion, but that is not to say it

is going back in the drawer forever. The last few months provided an opportunity to

observe and contemplate my own relationship with memory and how I record and store

different moments of perception and that opportunity is not one I want to abandon.

Seeing this project grow and transition from the Spring to now only makes me

more curious to see what the next facet may be.

The introspective speculation may never conclude in answers or closure or even

objectivity--but surely there is beauty in that too; there is beauty in wonder and

inquisitive longing for the next racing thought to hold some tiny morsel of clarity.. A

clarity I may be chasing for the rest of my days through my own eyes or what appear to

be someone elses and locking away shattered fragments of a whole that may someday be

pieced together to reveal the picture I seek or get washed away in the heaviest downpour

I’ve ever not tried to duck out of.


